NOTES FOR PROGRAM COSTS Entry Form

Please enter the latest information for each degree/certificate within your program area; multi-faculty programs may need to coordinate information entry. Enter your best estimate for the cost, using a range of about +/- 20% as a guideline.

Information from this database will be captured, organized, and displayed to the public on program websites. This information will be updated every Winter Quarter.

Definitions:

Books:
Information on ISBN-designated textbooks and materials will be directly input from bookstore records; other items sold through the bookstore should be referenced separately.

Materials:
List the expected costs for consumable goods required by the program that are not provided by the College. (Examples: waterproof notebooks)

Tools:
List the expected costs for durable implements or equipment required by the program that are not provided by the college. (Examples: hand toolkits, kitchen knives, calculators)

Clothing:
List PPE, uniforms and other worn items required by the program that are not provided by the college. (Examples: scrubs, welding aprons)

Other:
List any purchase required by the program that is not provided by the college. (Examples: subscriptions, certification fees)

Notes field: (Optional)
Add any clarifying remarks about required expenses, such as “tool kits may be purchased at the Campus Store” or information about potential expenses that may vary by student, such as “travel to clinical placement sites will be required”